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From the box: 8 pieces of 1/2 inch

multicolored construction paper, 1

piece wide strip construction

paper, glue stick, wooden skewer

From home: scissors, tape

What you need: 

From the wide strip of paper, cut 4 circles with about a 1 1/2 inch diameter.

This is for attaching the paper strips. 

Attach thin colored strips of paper to one paper circle using a glue stick or

tape. Tip: Cover the paper circle completely with glue, then arrange one

end of the paper strips evenly around the circle. Keep adding glue as they

overlap around the circle. The strips should fan out like a star. Cover the

top with another circle to secure them in place.

Repeat the process with another circle and the opposite ends of the

colored strips of paper. This time, bring the other ends of the paper strips

up and attach them to the circle. Once they are all attached with glue,

cover them again with another circle to secure them. You should have

something that looks like a ball made from paper strips. 

Put the wooden skewer through the center of both circles of paper. Use

the pointy end of the skewer to go through the center of the circles on the

top and the bottom of the ball. 

Cover the top of the skewer with glue or tape. This will keep the top

section from moving as the  spinner toy spins. 

Place the skewer in between your hands and rub your hands together to

start spinning your whirligig. Watch the colored paper spin and twist

around each other. 
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What You Do: 



What You Say: 
As you watch your paper spinner swirl and twist, think about Jesus and His

disciples. They were separate people just like the separate colors of paper,

but when they worked together with Jesus they changed the world! It’s

amazing to watch the colors swirl and dance together in one motion

because they belong together. Can you think about a time you worked

together with friends to make something amazing and it made you feel like

you belonged? Let’s say our bottom line together. “I can have confidence

because I belong."
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